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A touch of simplicity

Nasal Mask 
Pillows Mask

Always follow the directions for use.



Nasal Mask 
Pillows Mask The mask you 

choose matters
A mask that fits comfortably and securely  
can significantly improve your experience  
with treatment.

The mask you decide to use should:  
– be one that fits you well  
– seal against the face effectively 
– align with your lifestyle.

F&P Solo has been designed to overcome  
many of the challenges with therapy.



At Fisher & Paykel Healthcare, we aim to simplify  
your CPAP* mask experience, right from the start.  
The F&P Solo mask is as easy as Fit, Touch, Sleep.

93%
of users rated their experience  

with the F&P Solo mask as  
simple or very simple.1



Fit
World’s first AutoFit™ mask

Simply stretch the mask over  
your head and onto your face.



Touch
One-touch adjustment

Adjust for your preferred fit by sealing the mask  
under your nose with a gentle push.

AutoLock technology holds  
the seal in place and requires 
only a single pull to release  

the headgear.

AutoLock™ technology  
(x-ray view) 



Sleep
Comfort and stability 

AutoLock technology comfortably holds  
the mask in place throughout the night.

Scan QR code  
to see online how  
F&P Solo works



Support
F&P myMask™ App

The F&P myMask App helps you to fit, fine-tune  
and clean your F&P Solo mask effectively.

Scan the QR code to 
download, or download 
directly from the App 
Store or Google Play.



www.fphcare.com/mySoloMask

F&P Solo is available with a nasal or pillows  
cushions which can be interchanged to suit  
your preference.

Under our F&P SureFit™ 30-Day Mask Guarantee if you 
are not completely satisfied with your F&P Solo mask, 
simply return it to the store you purchased it from – 
within 30 days of purchase – and we will replace  
the original mask at no charge (conditions apply).

30-Day
Mask Guarantee

30-Day
Mask Guarantee

Pillows cushion 
(sits in the nostril)

Nasal cushion 
(sits under the nose)

Reference: 1. 85 out of 91 participants rated their experience with the F&P Solo mask as simple  
or very simple. Internal validation study conducted with 91 participants (across F&P Solo Nasal 
and F&P Solo Pillows) in the US 2023. For a full product setup description, cautions, hazards and 
warnings, refer to the user instructions provided with the product. Use the device as directed. 
Always follow the instructions for use. We refer to CPAP in this instance, but this may also 
include other positive airway pressure (PAP) device modes such as APAP or Bilevel. Masks must 
be used with a PAP device to deliver therapy. F&P, AutoFit, AutoLock, F&P Solo, myMask, and 
SureFit are trademarks of Fisher & Paykel Healthcare Limited. For patent information, please see 
www.fphcare.com/ip. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other 
countries. Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc. 
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